The Japanese tea ceremony is most commonly performed using “matcha” which is a fine powdered green tea. In an informal tea ceremony, known as Chakai, people share a thin tea over a light meal with not much preparation. A Chaji tea ceremony is much more formal and can last several hours. It will include a full course meal with desserts and several different types of thin and thick tea. Chaji will usually start with a cup of warm water or a very light tea for all the guests. Once everyone arrives guests will go to another room and wash their hands and then continue to the tea house. Guests will remove their shoes and sit on cushions on the floor with their legs folded. After some talking they will be served a meal consisting of several courses as well as sake and some desserts made from bean paste and fruits. After the meal guests will leave this tea room as it is being prepared for the tea portion of the night. Once ready guests wash their hands and return. A thicker tea will now be served. As the host hands the bowl of tea to the first guest they both bow to each other as a sign of respect. After they take a sip the bowl edge will be wiped and handed to the next guest. Both guests will bow to each other as they pass the bowl and this will continue until all guests have taken a sip. Part of this phase of the ceremony is admiring the bowl and its decoration. Once this is done guests can talk more casually. Soon a thin tea will be served to everyone. Each guest will have an individual bowl. After conversations come to a close the ceremony is now over.

References

- The Japanese Way of Tea: From Its Origins in China to Sen Rikyu
- Flower Meaning
  http://www.flowermeaning.com/japanese-flower-meanings/
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Lesson Plan K-5

Make Your Own Tea Cup

Session Activity: Tea Ceremonies have existed since about the 7th century. They were used to achieve a sense of meditation and bring people together in a social setting. Students will hand-build ceramic tea cups and paint them using traditional Japanese symbolism.

Materials: Clay, access to a kiln, food and drink safe ceramic glazes or acrylic paint (if glaze is not available be sure to note that acrylic paint is toxic so cups will not be useable), paintbrushes.

Objectives:
1. Students will learn about the process of handcrafting ceramic tea cups.
2. Students will learn about Japanese symbolism and its meaning.

Procedures: Students will hand-build their own teacups. After the cups are fired, students will use glaze or acrylic paint to add designs using Japanese symbolism like cranes, sakura, or lotus. Remind students, if using acrylic paint they will not be able to eat or drink from their teacups. If using paint, when completely dry, students can apply gloss to finish their cups and protect the paint.

Lesson Plan for Grades 6-12

Make Your Own Tea Set

Session Activity: Students will make a number of tea set pieces using ceramics. This set should include the tea cup, a stir tool, and a box to hold the pieces. Sets like these are known as Chabaka. Then students will paint and decorate the pieces using traditional Japanese symbolism. A member of the Japanese community should visit the class to explain the culture of Japanese tea ceremonies.

Materials: Clay, access to a kiln, food and drink safe ceramic glazes or acrylic paint if glaze is not available (be sure to note that acrylic paint is toxic so cups will not be useable), paintbrushes.

Objectives:
1. Students will learn about the process of crafting ceramic tea cups as well as the other pieces that would be found in a basic Japanese Tea Set (Chabaka).
2. Students will learn about Japanese symbolism and the way it relates to traditional tea ceremony culture.

Procedures: Invite a member of the Japanese community to explain the tea ceremony process and give some background. Students will each hand-build a teacup, a stir tool and a box to fit these parts. All pieces will then be fired and glazed. Cups and boxes should be decorated with traditional Japanese symbolism.

Examples of Japanese Symbolism with Meanings
- **Crane** – Represents longevity and good fortune.
- **Lotus** – Represents living your life to the fullest.
- **Sakura** – Japanese for Cherry blossoms, represents the beauty and fragility of life.
- **Daruma** – Symbol of achieving goals.
- **Sun** – According to myth, Japanese people were known as the “Children of the Sun.”
- **Folding Fan** – Shows status. Also symbolizes the journey of life.
- **Butterfly** – Symbol of transformation.

Resources:
- Making a Japanese Style Teabowl - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4gs9JCMvQ8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4gs9JCMvQ8)